Fixers, The (Series 2)
10 x 60’
EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Alaska’s Healing Hearts
The Fixers travel to a remote island in Alaska to help Alaska’s Healing Hearts, an organization
dedicated to helping veterans reintegrate into society through outdoor recreational activities. The
island is in disrepair and desperately needs the Fixers help. The Fixers will transform the island
with an outdoor kitchen, painted cabins and a fire-pit, where the healing “warriors circle” takes
place. They will also build a scenic dockto give the veterans a space for quiet reflection.

2. CAEMBA Ecuador
The Fixers are off to Nueva Esperanza, Ecuador to work with CAEMBA, an organization that
builds bamboo homes for underprivileged women. But the Fixers are building something bigger
than a home, they are building a school. A trade school for women. The Fixers will build a large
bamboo structure that will house a sewing school, kitchen, bamboo wood shop and a nursery for
the kids. This will truly give the women of Nueva Esperanza a “new hope.”

3. Cambodia Lake Clinic
The Fixers head up the Tonle Sap river in Cambodia to help The Lake Clinic restore one of their
floating medical clinics. This clinic is the only medical facility around for miles and is vital to the
people in this remote area. The Fixers will update the clinic with a new floating dock, roof, kitchen
and floors. And as a special treat, they’ll turn the original broken down Lake Clinic boat into a
relaxing oasis for the doctors and midwives when the workday is over.

4. Puerto Rico Basketball Court
The Fixers head to the small coastal town of Arecibo, Puerto Rico. The neighborhood is renowned
for its love affair with basketball. The local professional team, the Arecibo Capitanes, hasbeen
playing on the same court for decades and it’s slowly falling into disrepair. In the wake of several
recent earthquakes in the area, the town and court have continued to suffer. The Fixers will
rehabilitate the court and team up with some local artists to create murals that will draw in crowds
and add some beauty to these hallowed sporting grounds.

5. Honduran Bakery
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The Fixers travel to the rural community of La Coroza, Honduras to help Hope and Humanity
United build a bakery for a team of local women. The Fixers will build the bakery from the ground
up, making use of a traditionaladobe oven and furnishing it with industrial kitchen appliances. They
will also include a cozy cafe for guests. The women have learned how to prepare many baked
goods and with their new bakery they will be able to support themselves and provide food for
travelers and the people of their town.

6. Arkansas TOPPS
The Fixers stay stateside and journey to crime-ridden Pine Bluff, Arkansas to work with TOPPS, a
program dedicated to providing hot meals and a safe space for children after school. In an area
where one in four childrengo hungry, this program is vital to the community. They find the TOPPS
facility in need of an overhaul. The floors need leveling, a new kitchen will be installed and the
lunchroom will also turn into a learning lab for the kids. Outside, a new playground will be built to
give the children a safe space to run, play and just be kids.

7. CBM Los Angeles
Due to the worldwide Covid-19 pandemic, the Fixers are stuck at home. But rather than isolate,
they decide to look in their own backyard. In the shadow of the BLM movement, The Fixers head
to South LA to team up with Concerned Back Men of Los Angeles. Here they will turn an
abandoned barbershop into CBMLA’s new home. Trying to rebuild a dilapidated building in a week
is hard. Doing it during a worldwide epidemic may prove impossible. But the Fixers are
determined to get it done for Juneteenth.

8. Blues Gym
The Fixers are heading to Grand Rapids, Michigan to help world champion kickboxer Dino
Newville of Blue’s Gym. The gym is a safe haven for the city’s at risk youth, but it needs work. So
The Fixers will rebuild a damaged karate studio and build a new jiu jitsu studio to help the gym
stay afloat, which keeps the kids off the street. And while they’re there, The Fixers will tackle a
special project for Dino and his wife Sara.

9. Episode 009

10. Episode 010
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